
INDEX

access to education
as agent of European integration,

387–9
access to justice

ECJ and ECtHR, 210
accidents see health and safety
accountability

TEU provision, 481–2
agency work

agency authorisation and
requirements, 216–17

as demutualising agent, 213–14
employer responsibilities, problem

of assignment, 213–15
as employment policy tool,

222–5
and equal treatment principle,

217–19
erosion of workers’ rights, 215–16
health and safety, 219–20
mutualisation measures, 227
need for resocialisation summarised,

228–9
resocialisation through joint and

several liability, 222–5
social protection and, 216–17
workers’ collective rights, 221–2

anti-discrimination
critique of EU law, 123–30
effectiveness against social exclusion,

133
enhancement of, 500–1
expanded scope, 119–23
potential for social transformation,

130–4, 137
‘self-correcting’ law, 134–6

and ‘Social Europe’ generally,
118–19

social exclusion as discrimination,
98

social inclusion in relation, 133
social protection in relation, 124–5,

130–1
TEU provision, 119–20
TFEU provision, 99, 118, 119–20,

255
see also discrimination; equality;

non-discrimination
arbitration

compulsory arbitration as to strike
action, 402–3

atypical work see precarious work
austerity measures

alternatives to in response to
sovereign debt crisis, 185–8

contradiction to ESC, 354
curtailment of social and labour

standards, 494–5
ESC as protection from, 117
failure, 353–4
increased poverty under, 353
see also sovereign debt crisis

Australia
socially sustainable sourcing,

444–5
Austria

free movement judgments, 379–80
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55
autonomy

social dialogue in relation see social
dialogue

504
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average workers
risk-bearing contrasted with

marginal workers, 301–6

Belgium
compatibility of collective labour law

regulations with ESC, 406–7
free movement judgments, 381–2
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55
temporary agency work, 237
trade union action against austerity

measures, 368–70
trade union opposition to ‘new

economic governance’, 77–8
Bercusson, Brian

on autonomy and European social
dialogue, 475–6, 489–90

Bulgaria
non-standard work, 203

business models
communities of work in relation,

27–31

casual labour see precarious work
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the

EU 2000 (CFREU)
application ruling by ECJ, 272, 451,

497–8
Commission reference to, 422–3,

424
compatibility of deregulatory

reforms of labour law, 262–74,
285, 289

ECHR in relation, 116
enactment, 2–3
ESC in relation, 116, 117
‘Europe Social Agenda’ in relation,

371–2
guidance role, 451
ILO conventions in relation, 87–8,

89, 211
invocation, 100–1
limitation of applicability, 265–6
solidarity principle, 366–8
transformative potential, 496–7
Treaty power in relation, 79, 99–100
undermining of, 494–5
values affirmed by, 74

Charter of Social Rights see European
Social Charter 1996 (ESC)

child poverty
eradication, 145

China
politics and economics in relation,

33–4
work-related stress, 23–4

citizenship
application of real link doctrine,

382–4
civil liability

during strikes, 409–11
class inequality

indicators by country (table),
51–2

variables by country (table), 51–2
collective action see strikes
collective agreements

restrictions on the right to strike,
399–400

collective bargaining
coverage in selected countries

1970–2004 (table), 171–2
enhancement of, 499–500
marketisation in relation, 55–60
migrant labour in relation see

migrant labour
sovereign debt crisis, 180–5
transnational/trans-European

social dialogue in relation,
420–5

see also wages
communities of work

business models in relation,
27–31

Compensated No Fault Dismissal
(CNFD)

changes in dismissal law, 256–7
compensatory awards

changes in dismissal law, 257–8
competitiveness see economic growth
compulsory arbitration

as to strike action, 402–3
consensus building see social dialogue
construction subcontractors

trade union involvement as to
socially sustainable sourcing,
440
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consultation
TFEU provision, 414, 417, 418,

422–3, 468–9, 475–6, 481–2
continuity of work/service provision

obligation to ensure during
collective action, 403–5

contracts of employment
ECJ judgments on fixed term

contracts, 285
likelihood of fixed-term contracts,

205–7
standard employment contract, legal

analysis, 338–41
‘standard pension contract’

overviewed, 341–6
strikes see strikes

corporate control
and corporate governance, 293–4

corporate governance
co-operation between stakeholders,

309–11
and corporate control, 293–4
corporate government in relation,

29
enterprise risk, 297–8
labour participation

generally, 290–6
main issues, 295–6

reflexive self-regulation, 291–3
risk allocation, 297–301
risk-aversion of employees as

justification for exclusion,
293

risk-bearing as entitlement to
participation, 311–13

see also labour participation
corporate law

labour policy in relation, 27–31
models of legal personality,

27–8
risk allocation, 293

corporate reputation
sustainable sourcing in relation see

socially sustainable sourcing
corporate restructuring

diverging goals of labour law and
corporate law, 294–5

corporate social responsibility
co-operation between EU and ILO,

95–6
corporations, economic theory of

risk-taking and profit-making in
relation, 298–300

Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU) see
European Court of Justice
(ECJ)

criminal responsibility
during strikes, 409–11

Czech Republic
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55
trade union action against austerity

measures, 370

decent work
guarantee of, 364
ILO Agenda (DWA), 88, 93–4
measures to promote, 89–90
social protection and eradication of

poverty in relation, 89
decommodification

labour generally, 497–8
Delors, Jacques

programme of social and economic
reform, 2

demutualisation see mutualisation and
demutualisation of risks to
workers; precarious work

Denmark
compatibility of collective labour law

regulations with ESC, 402–3,
405–6

flexicurity, 39–40, 55–7, 60, 315–16,
317–18

neo-liberal economic analyses
tested, 44–55

refusal of student maintenance aid
to foreign nationals, 384–5,
387–9

socially sustainable sourcing, 444
temporary agency work, 223–4
unemployment, 315–16

depoliticisation of economic policy
EU contrasted with China, 33–4
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deregulation
and economic crisis generally, 251
sovereign debt crisis, 172–5

derogation
from ECSR obligations, 109–10

developing countries
co-operation between EU and ILO,

95
dialogue see social dialogue
discrimination

transnational solidarity in relation
see transnational solidarity

see also anti-discrimination;
non-discrimination

dismissal
case study on de-regulatory reforms,

252
challenge to reforms

appropriateness, 274–7
basis under Article 30, CFREU,

269–72
conclusions as to, 277
practicalities, 272–4

minimum protection standards,
280–4

recent changes in UK and Portugal,
253–62

duty of equality see equality

ECJ see European Court of Justice
(ECJ)

economic crisis in Europe
austerity measures see austerity

measures
curtailment of social and labour

standards, 494–5
responses to global crisis, 319–28
social impact generally, 251, 494
sovereign debt crisis and labour law

see sovereign debt crisis
unemployment, 315–16

‘economic dimension’
free movement in relation, 389

economic growth
wealth redistribution and, 495
see also marketisation; wealth

creation

economic integration
dominance of, 123
migrant labour as agent, 502
non-discrimination as agent, 123
social integration in balance, 69–70,

80, 89
social rights in relation, 495–6

economic policy
depoliticisation of economics, 33–4
reforms under Jacques Delors, 2

economic rights
aim generally, 26–7

economic theory of corporations
risk-taking and profit-making in

relation, 298–300
ECtHR see European Court of Human

Rights (ECtHR)
education

access as agent of European
integration, 387–9

‘embedded’ neo-liberalism
social protection and, 40–1

employee ownership see labour
participation

employees see entries at labour
employers

duties and risks (table), 199–207
re-distribution of duties and risks

(table), 207–9
responsibilities as to agency workers,

problem of assignment, 213–15
risk transfer to workers see

precarious work
employment see contracts of

employment; entries at labour
and at job; self-employment

enterprise risk
corporate governance and, 297–8

equal pay
ECJ judgments, 138–9
TFEU provision, 265

equality
agency work and, 217–19
as core founding value of EU,

122–3
deliberative model of progression,

156–9
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equality (cont.)
due regard standard, 149–56
duty of, poverty eradication in

relation, 156
enhancement of, 500–1
foundations of, 138–9
judicial review as transformative

agent, 149–56
precarious work in relation, 243–4
proactive duties generally, 138–40
proactive models, 144–9
reflexive approaches, 144–9
as remutualising agent, 161–2,

348–9
specification of aims, 159–61
transformative potential of equality

duty summarised, 161–2
in UK law, 140–4
see also anti-discrimination

Estonia
collective bargaining and

marketisation in relation,
59

neo-liberal economic analyses
tested, 44–55

ethnicity
social exclusion based on, 59, 101

EU Charter of Fundamental Rights
2000 (EUCFR) see Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the EU
2000 (CFREU)

European Central Bank (ECB)
administration of monetary policy,

165–6
bail-out programme, 19–20, 456
ETUC in relation, 366
independence, 165, 187–8
President’s remarks on economic

crisis, 19–20, 32–3
recommendations on labour law

reform, 182
support for Spain, 182
‘Troika’ policies see sovereign debt

crisis
European Commission

co-operation with ILO see
International Labour
Organization (ILO)

collective bargaining policy, 456–8,
462–3

corporate governance policy, 28
Delors ‘Social Europe’ programme,

2–3
ESC in relation, 275
flexicurity policy see flexicurity
fundamental rights protection, 75–6,

120–2, 407–8
labour law reform initiatives, 61–3,

194–5
migrant labour policy, 448–9, 464
non-standard work policy, 238–40
oversight of directive

implementation, 227, 237
social co-operation role, 271
social dialogue policy see social

dialogue
‘Social Europe’ policy, 2–3, 389
and sovereign debt crisis see

sovereign debt crisis
transnational collective bargaining

policy, 422–3, 424
transnational solidarity policy, 389

European Constitution
rejection, 4–5, 63

European Convention on Human
Rights 1950 (ECHR)

CFREU in relation, 116
ECJ ruling on requirement to apply,

263–4
effectiveness as protection from

austerity measures, 117
equality provision, 126–7
ESC in relation, 114–16, 453–4
freedom of association provision,

453–4, 458
fundamental rights in relation, 75
interpretation by ECtHR, 116, 117
as key international labour standard,

87
European Court of Human Rights

(ECtHR)
access to, 210
derogation ruling, 109–10
ECHR interpretation, 116, 117
ECJ in relation, 75
judgments considered by ECJ, 75
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European Court of Justice (ECJ)
access to, 210
anti-discrimination and

judicialisation, 126–7, 136
anti-discrimination judgments, 99,

120, 122–3, 135, 255, 358
‘anti-subordination’ theory applied

to, 136
balancing of fundamental human

rights and market freedoms,
495–6

Charter of Fundamental Rights
application, 272, 451, 497–8

compliance and penalties powers,
19–20

ECHR application ruling, 264
ECtHR in relation, 75
ECtHR judgments considered by,

75
equal pay judgments, 138–9
equal treatment right recognised as

fundamental norm, 122–3
European Trade Union

Confederation in relation, 354,
371

fixed-term contracts judgments,
285

free movement judgments, 389,
462–3, 498

ILO standards in relation, 87, 99
intergenerational fairness

arguments, 274–5
Labour Chamber proposed, 371
migrant labour judgments, 448–9,

457–8, 464–5
protection of fundamental rights,

116
real link doctrine, 382–4
recognition of horizontal effect of

human rights, 272–3
references as to compatibility of

deregulatory labour reforms
with EU law, 11–12, 250, 251–2,
265, 266–7, 275

ruling on requirement to apply
ECHR, 263–4

social dialogue role, 489–90
social rights role, 164–5

trade union judgments, 4–5, 62–3,
411–13, 457–8, 490

transnational solidarity judgments,
376–7, 378–84, 385–9

European Employment Strategy (EES)
as new mode of governance, 78

European integration
access to education as agent, 387–9
at crossroads, 493–4, 495
failure to listen and learn, 4–5
free movement in relation, 373–4,

387–9
future in question, 6
legal system supporting, 79–80
marketisation as process for,

36–7
and neo-liberalism, 6–7
rediscovery of ‘social dimension’,

493–4
social citizenship as process for,

36–7
‘Social Europe’ in relation, 7
‘solidaristic integration’ and

remutualisation in relation, 10,
187

see also economic integration;
political integration; social
integration; United States of
Europe

European Social Charter 1996 (ESC)
accession to, 497
Adequate Remuneration Threshold,

211
competency, 112–13
contravention, 264–5, 458–9
contribution to ‘Social Europe’,

114–16
derogation, 109–10
dismissal appeal right provision, 282
dismissal compensation provision,

282–3
dismissal provision, 264
dynamic aspects of provisions, 113
ECHR in relation, 114–16, 453–4
enhancement possibilities, 117
EU economic crisis measures in

contradiction, 354
guarantees and mechanisms, 107–9
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European Social Charter 1996 (cont.)
importance generally, 105–6
job security provisions, 280–1,

282–3
as key international labour standard,

87
non-applicability, 265–6
operation of, 62–3
promotion of social rights generally,

106
protection of right to strike see

strikes
protections, 109–13
TFEU reference to, 270, 280–1

European Social Fund
support for social inclusion, 101

European Trade Union Confederation
(ETUC)

autonomy and social dialogue in
relation, 471, 472–4, 475, 481,
484, 486–9

European Court of Justice in
relation, 354, 371

General Secretary’s remarks,
77–8

independence, 470–1
labour movement

internationalisation, 355–6
regulatory strategy

as alternative response to
economic crisis, 371–2

evolution in topics and
instruments (table), 360

hard law, 356–60
instrument of governance (table),

366
soft law, 360–8

risk re-socialisation role generally,
353–4

social activism, 368–71
strikes and days of action, timing

and goals (table), 370
European Union (EU)

citizenship and real link doctrine,
382–4

competences provision in TFEU,
72–3, 266–7, 451

core founding values, 73–4, 99,
122–3, 493–4

economic crisis see economic crisis
in Europe; sovereign debt crisis

expenditure on financial sector
rescue, 2–3

‘highly competitive social market
economy’ aimed for, 71, 270

provisionality of structure, 79–80
social and economic reforms under

Jacques Delors, 2
sovereign debt crisis see sovereign

debt crisis
Eurozone crisis see sovereign debt

crisis

fair mutualisation see mutualisation
fair remuneration

effect of strikes on right to, 408–9
feminism

theory of work, 335–6, 338
financial assistance

TFEU provision, 267–9
Finland

compatibility of collective labour law
regulations with ESC, 395–7

neo-liberal economic analyses
tested, 44–55

temporary agency work, 223–4
fixed-term contracts

ECJ judgments, 285
flexibility see precarious work
flexible working hours

share ownership in return for giving
up rights, 257

flexicurity
aim generally, 26–7
Commission’s support for, 27, 55–7,

232–3, 274
concept generally, 314–15
definitional issues, 317–19
emergence of, 39–40
erosion of, 60
future prospects, 329–32
global economic crisis in relation,

319–28
job security in relation, 278, 287
poverty eradication in relation,

318
precarious work in relation, 232–4
social protection in relation, 318–19
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France
compatibility of collective labour law

regulations with ESC, 400–1,
408–9

Labour Code and mental health risk,
23–4

management board membership
provisions, 30–1

neo-liberal economic analyses
tested, 44–55

‘No’ vote to ‘European Constitution’,
4–5, 63

‘precarious’ as sociological term,
197–9

socially sustainable sourcing, 444
temporary agency work, 204–5,

223–5, 237
trade union action against austerity

measures, 368–70
trade union goals reformulated,

26–7
working week, 26
young workers in temporary agency

work, 203, 204–5
free movement

access to university education,
385–9

balancing with national interests,
376, 380–1

complementarity of social and
economic spheres, 389

deregulatory effect on labour law, 68
ECJ jurisprudence on workers’ right,

498
as EU-level issue, 248, 271
European integration in relation,

373–4, 387–9
level of mobility, 387–9
non-use of right, 380–1, 460–1
posted workers, 457, 458
transnational solidarity in relation

see transnational solidarity
Freedland, Mark

analytical model applied to ‘standard
pension contract’ (figure),
342–3

‘standard employment contract’
analysis, 334, 338–42, 345,
348–9

freedom of association
competence provision in TFEU, 451
enhancement of, 499–500

fundamental rights
approach to ‘resocialisation’, 69–70
equality in relation, 138–9
and ‘European’ approach to labour

law, 70–4
market freedoms in relation, 74–7
protection by ECJ, 116
see also Charter of Fundamental

Rights of the EU 2000
(CFREU); human rights

Galbraith, J. K.
on good society, 463

gender-based discrimination
co-operation between EU and ILO,

96
ECJ judgments, 122–3, 135
EU treaties provision, 119–20

Germany
collective bargaining and

marketisation in relation, 57–8
compatibility of collective labour law

regulations with ESC, 398, 405
corporate legal culture, 27–8
internal flexibility as means for job

security, 287–9
labour law considered, 487–8
Mitbestimmung model of corporate

legal personality, 27–8
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55
short-time working scheme

(Kurzarbeit), 320–2
‘social state principle’, 72
socially sustainable sourcing, 444
success of business model, 30
temporary agency work, 203, 204–5,

223–4
trade union action against austerity

measures, 370
transnational collective bargaining,

422
unemployment, 315–16
young workers in temporary agency

work, 203, 204–5
youth unemployment, 203
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governance
as regulation, 356
see also corporate governance

government subcontractors
trade union involvement as to

socially sustainable sourcing,
439

Greece
austerity measures, 353
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55
non-standard work, 203
part-time work, 203
pensions crises, 346
self-employment, 203–4
sovereign debt crisis, 5–6, 43–4,

58–9, 456
temporary agency work, 203, 204–5
young workers in temporary agency

work, 204–5

Hayek, Friedrich
political theories, 32

health and safety
agency work, 219–20

horizontal mutualisation see
mutualisation

‘horizontal social clauses’
TFEU, 71, 425

hours of work
share ownership in return for giving

up rights to flexible hours,
257

human rights
collective bargaining and migrant

labour, 451–4
co-operation between EU and ILO,

96–7
horizontal effect recognised by ECJ,

272–3
see also European Convention on

Human Rights 1950 (ECHR);
European Court of Human
Rights (ECtHR); fundamental
rights

‘humane conditions of labour’
concept of, 25–6

Hungary

neo-liberal economic analyses
tested, 44–55

trade union action against austerity
measures, 370

Iceland
compatibility of collective labour law

regulations with ESC, 397–8
improved living and working

conditions
promotion by TFEU, 270

inclusive growth
eradication of poverty and of social

exclusion in relation, 274–5
industrial relations

enhancement of, 499–500
informal work

undeclared work defined, 205
insecure work see precarious work
institutional change

and marketisation, Polanyi’s
transformation theory, 37–8

institutional isomorphism theory
collective bargaining and migrant

labour, 449–50, 464–5
integration see economic integration;

European integration; political
integration; social integration

intergenerational fairness
ECJ jurisprudence and, 274–5

intergenerational solidarity
promotion of, 270

internal market
labour law in relation, 74–7

International Labour Organization
(ILO)

Committee of Experts, 454–6
Committee on Freedom of

Association (CFA), 394,
453

Constitution
‘humane conditions of labour’

concept, 25–6
conventions

autonomy and social dialogue in
relation, 475

as basis for workers’
representation right, 211
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‘employment liability’ concept,
225

Fair Wages Resolution (FWR) in
relation, 443–4

freedom of association, 451–3,
454–6, 458–9, 462

references in EU treaties, 87–8
social protection in relation, 90
socially sustainable sourcing in

relation, 434–5, 437–8, 443
support for job security, 364
temporary agency work, 222–3,

225–6
termination of employment,

264–5, 280–3
co-operation with EU

corporate social responsibility,
95–6

Decent Work Agenda (DWA) see
decent work

developing countries, 95
EU in relation generally, 92–3
furtherance measures, 93–4,

103–4
gender, 96
sustainable development and

human rights, 96–7
sustainable development and

labour standards, 94–5
instruments

ECJ reference to, 115–16
list of occupational diseases, 23–4
norms in relation to national labour

policies, 31–2
precarious work defined, 194–5
recourse to, 176–7
regulations

international recognition of, 117
reports

temporary agency work, 221–2,
224–5

screening of national labour
reforms, 276–7

Sectoral Activities Programme,
227–8

standards
autonomy and social dialogue in

relation, 489–90

compatibility of labour reforms
with, 275–6

ECJ in relation, 87, 99
European labour law in relation,

81–2, 86–91
European Parliament’s awareness

of, 464
future role, 84–6
review, 82–4
socially sustainable sourcing in

relation, 434–5
supervisory process as model for

ESC systems, 107–8
unemployment analysis, 353

International Monetary Fund (IMF)
assessment of 2008 global economic

crisis, 315–16
bail-out programme, 456
encouragement of austerity

measures, 448–9
loan to Portugal, 275–6
loan to Spain, 333
questions effectiveness of austerity

measures, 186
structural adjustment programmes,

33–4
‘Troika’ policies see sovereign debt

crisis
Ireland

compatibility of collective labour law
regulations with ESC, 407–8,
409–10

National Employment Rights
Authority, 207–9

neo-liberal economic analyses
tested, 44–55

part-time work, 203
pensions regulation, 342–3
self-employment, 203–4
sovereign debt crisis, 5–6, 41–2,

456
Italy

austerity measures, 353
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55
non-standard work, 203
part-time work, 203–4
self-employment, 203–4
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Italy (cont.)
sovereign debt crisis, 41–2, 43
temporary agency work, 204–5
young workers in temporary agency

work, 204–5

job creation
precarious work as agent, 231–2

job security
and austerity measures generally,

279
conclusions as to, 289
economic benefits of, 278–9
ESC provisions, 280–1, 282–3
fair mutualisation in relation, 280–1,

283–4, 287, 289
flexicurity in relation, 278,

287
as fundamental social right in

CFREU, 279–80, 285,
289

internal flexibility as means for,
287–9

measures to restrict erosion of,
284–6

minimum protection standards
against unfair dismissal,
280–4

mutualisation in relation, 278–9,
280, 283–4, 287, 289

shift to employment security
generally, 278–80

joint and several liability
resocialisation of agency work,

225–8

Kahn-Freund, Otto
on autonomy and European social

dialogue, 476–9
collective laissez-faire theory,

479–80, 485–6

labour
communities of work in relation to

business models, 27–31
corporate dimension, 27–31
decasualisation, 497–8
decommodification, 497–8

definitional issues, 335–8
economic outcomes of social policy

(table), 45
feminist theory, 335–6, 338
free movement see free movement
future European policy, 34–5
‘humane conditions of labour’

concept, 25–6
individual dimension, 23–7
insecurity see precarious work
levels of organisation, 23
Marxist theory, 335, 336
national dimension, 31–4
neo-liberal assumptions tested,

44–55
new concepts of, 35
‘personality in work’, 35
Polanyi’s theory, 336–7
redistribution of duties and risks

(table), 207–9
Ricardo’s theory, 335
risk-aversion, alleged tendency to,

293
risk-bearing by

average and marginal workers
contrasted, 301–6

movement of risk and risk costs,
7–8

residual risk generally, 300–1
standard employment contract,

338–41
strikes see strikes
theories of work, 335–8
‘worker’ defined, 335–8
see also agency work; collective

bargaining; contracts of
employment; migrant labour;
mutualisation and
demutualisation of risks to
workers; precarious work;
self-employment; young
workers

labour law
autonomy and British

exceptionalism, 476–9
compatibility of deregulatory

reforms with EU law, 11–12,
250, 251–2, 265, 266–7, 275
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competences provision in TFEU,
72–3, 451

corporate restructuring in relation,
294–5

dismissal see dismissal
economic governance, 77–9
ETUC strategy see European Trade

Union Confederation (ETUC)
expansion beyond employment,

498
ILO standards in relation see

International Labour
Organization (ILO)

internal market law in relation,
74–7

paradoxes, 67–9
in resocialised Europe, 79–80
reduction of social exclusion, 308
restatement method of reform,

280–1
social activism in relation, 368–71
social dialogue in relation see social

dialogue
United States of Europe see United

States of Europe
whether ‘European’, 70–4
whether ‘labour’ law, 74–7

labour participation
effectiveness for risk reduction in

corporate restructuring, 290–6
enhancement of, 499–500
mutualisation in relation, 290–1,

308
reflexive self-regulation, 291–3
risk-bearing as entitlement to,

311–13
share ownership in return for giving

up dismissal rights, 257
see also corporate governance

labour policy
corporate law in relation, 27–31
European Employment Strategy

(EES), 78
labour protection

integration of EU and other
international sources, 497

labour participation as see labour
participation

levels by country (table), 51
poverty eradication in relation,

306–7
protection of labour stability,

497–8
social protection in relation,

337–8
sovereign debt crisis, 177–80
unemployment replacement pay

levels by country (table), 51
variables by country (table), 51–2

labour relationships
duties and risks (table), 199–207
mutualisation and demutualization

of risks in relation, 35
non-standard forms, precarious

work in relation, 199–207
scope for remutualisation, 10
subordination, 306–9

labour rights
erosion of agency workers’ rights,

215–16
national authorities, 207–9

labour standards
curtailment by austerity measures,

494–5
effect of economic crisis generally,

251
enhancement of pay and conditions,

499
future role, 84–6
improvement promoted by TFEU,

270
integration of protective measures,

497
international standards in relation

see International Labour
Organization (ILO)

and social justice, 495
and wealth creation and

redistribution, 495
Latvia

non-standard work, 203
unemployment, 203

lawyers
role in ‘resocialising Europe’, 450

length-of-service
changes in dismissal law, 255
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Lenin, Vladimir
‘scientific’ approach to social

organisation, 32
thoughts on Taylorism, 23

liability
during strikes, 409–11
resocialisation of agency work,

225–8
living conditions

improvement promoted by TFEU,
270

Lo Faro, Antonio
on autonomy and European social

dialogue, 480–1, 484–5
low paid work see precarious work
Luxembourg

trade union action against austerity
measures, 368–70

marginal workers
risk-bearing contrasted with average

workers, 301–6
market concerns

equality in relation, 138–9
market freedoms

fundamental rights in relation,
74–7

marketisation
collective bargaining in relation,

55–60
eclipse of social citizenship

overviewed, 36–9
and institutional change, Polanyi’s

transformation theory, 37–8
neo-liberal assumptions as to labour

tested, 44–55
as process for European integration,

36–7
social policy shift towards, 39–44
see also internal market

Marx, Karl
theory of work, 335, 336

mental health
occupational health risk, 23–4

migrant labour
as agent of European integration,

502
collective bargaining

encouragement of local level
bargaining, 454–7

generally, 448–50
human rights in relation, 451–4
institutional isomorphism theory

in relation, 449–50, 464–5
issues summarised, 463–5
legitimacy of EU measures

generally, 454
posted workers, 457–63

free movement of posted workers,
457, 458

real link doctrine applied to,
382–4

social protection, 385
transnational solidarity in relation

see transnational solidarity
minorities

social exclusion, 140, 156–7
movement within EU see free

movement
mutualisation

corporate governance see corporate
governance

job security and fair mutualisation,
278–9, 280–1, 283–4, 287,
289

labour participation in relation,
290–1, 308

measures for, 227
pension rights in relation, 333–4,

346–50
symposium’s support for, 493
transnational solidarity in relation,

376
see also remutualisation of

employment relations;
‘resocialising Europe’; see also
under specific topics

mutualisation and demutualisation of
risks to workers

as analytical tool, 8–9
definition, 7–8
demutualisation see precarious work
forms of work organisation in

relation, 35
theme of, 1, 7
utility of theory of, 8, 35
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national income
wages share in selected countries

1970–2006 (table), 171–2
neo-liberalism

assumptions as to labour tested,
44–55

deregulatory policies see
deregulation

and European integration, 6–7
and marketisation see marketisation
social protection and, 44–5
social protection and ‘embedded’

neo-liberalism, 40–1
and sovereign debt crisis see

sovereign debt crisis
Netherlands

compatibility of collective labour law
regulations with ESC, 398,
405–6

flexicurity, 39–40, 55–7
management board membership

provisions, 30–1
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55
‘No’ vote to ‘European Constitution’,

4–5, 63
part-time work, 203–4
pensions regulation, 343–4
self-employment, 203–4
socially sustainable sourcing,

444
temporary agency work, 204–5,

223–4
unemployment, 203
young workers in temporary agency

work, 203, 204–5
‘new economic governance’

social protection and, 77–8
new technology

‘scientific’ organisation in relation,
32

New Zealand
pensions regulation, 342–3

non-discrimination
as agent of economic integration,

123
see also anti-discrimination

non-standard work see precarious work

Norway
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55

occupational diseases see health and
safety

Ombudsman
TFEU provision, 481–2

open method of co-ordination
poverty eradication and, 101

openness
treaties provision, 481–2

organisational theory
institutional isomorphism, 449–50,

464–5
outsourcing see agency work

pay see wages
pensions

enhancement of laws, 501
fair mutualisation of risk, 346–50
mutualisation in relation, 333–4,

346–50
mutualisation of risks generally,

333–4
standard employment contract in

relation, 338–41
‘standard pension contract’, 341–6
‘worker’ defined, 335–8

‘personality in work’
concept of, 35

Poland
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55
self-employment, 203–4
temporary agency work, 203, 204–5
young workers in temporary agency

work, 203, 204–5
Polanyi, Karl

theory of work, 336–7
transformation theory, 37–8

political integration
migrant labour as agent, 502
as ultimate goal of integration, 374
see also United States of Europe

politics and economics
depoliticisation of economic and

financial policy, 33–4
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Portugal
austerity measures, 353
challenges to deregulatory reforms

of labour law, 251–2
changes in dismissal law

challenge to: appropriateness,
274–7; basis under Article 30,
CFREU, 269–72; conclusions as
to, 277; practicalities, 272–4

compatibility with CFREU, 267–9
effect of changes to compensation

in dismissal (figure), 261
overview, 258–62

compatibility of collective labour law
regulations with ESC, 395–7

neo-liberal economic analyses
tested, 44–55

pensions crises, 346
sovereign debt crisis, 5–6, 41–2,

456
posted workers

collective bargaining, 457–63
free movement, 457, 458

poverty, eradication of
child poverty, 145
decent work and, 89
equality duty in relation, 156
flexicurity in relation, 318
inclusive growth in relation, 274–5
increased poverty under austerity

policies, 353
labour protection in relation, 306–7
open method of co-ordination, 101
poverty threshold, 113–14
precarious work in relation, 197–9
recent policies as to, 482–3

precarious work
benefits to workers, assumptions as

to, 232–8
characteristics, 199
danger of embededness, 211–12
decasualisation, 497–8
demutualisation as analytical tool, 9
Directives, underlying assumptions,

234–8, 240–2
equality approach to, 243–4
fixed-term contracts, likelihood of,

205–7

flexibility and self-regulation in
relation, 291–3

flexicurity in relation, 232–4
growth of, 191–2, 201–5
introduction to, 191
and job creation, 231–2
job security in relation see job

security
as manifestation of demutualisation,

10–11
mapping by form of (table), 201–3
mapping by worker category (table),

205–7
non-standard forms of employment

relationship, 199–207
poverty eradication in relation,

197–9
‘precarious’ as sociological term,

197–9
prospects for regulation, 244–6,

248–9
redistribution of duties and risks

(table), 207–9
as redistribution of risk, 207
regulatory approaches generally,

230–1
removal and risk re-balancing,

207–11
resistance to demutualisation,

493
restrictions on use of, 284–6
risk, 246–8
short-time working schemes,

319–28
social exclusion in relation, 210
social protection in relation, 194–5,

199–201
as ‘stepping stone’ to more secure

work, assumptions as to,
238–42

supply chain pressures as threat,
429–32

undeclared work defined, 205
unequal treatment assumed to be

workers’ main problem, 242–6
see also agency work

profit-making
risk-taking in relation, 298–300
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public sector
temporary agency work, 214–15
use of private sector management

methods, 31–2

real link doctrine
application to economically active

citizens, 382–4
redistribution of wealth see wealth

redistribution
redundancy

share ownership in return for giving
up rights, 257

reflexive self-regulation
labour participation and corporate

governance, 291–3
remuneration see wages
remutualisation of employment

relations
scope for, 10

remutualisation of Europe see
‘resocialising Europe’

‘resocialising Europe’
equality as agent, 161–2,

348–9
fundamental rights approach,

69–70
lawyers’ role, 450
manifesto, 490–2
mutualisation and demutualisation

in relation, 8–9
social dialogue in relation, 467–8,

490–2
symposium’s support for, 7,

493
see also ‘Social Europe’

retail suppliers
trade union involvement as to

socially sustainable sourcing,
439–40

Ricardo, David
theory of work, 335

rights of workers see labour rights
risk

mutualisation/demutualisation see
mutualisation and
demutualisation of risks to
workers

reputional risk and sustainable
sourcing in relation see socially
sustainable sourcing

risk allocation see corporate
governance

risk aversion
employees’ alleged tendency to,

293
risk bearing

average and marginal workers
contrasted, 301–6

as entitlement to participation,
311–13

movement of risk and risk costs,
7–8

precarious work, 246–8
residual risk generally, 300–1

risk taking
profit making in relation, 298–300

‘scientific’ organisation
new technology in relation, 32

secure employment see job security
self-employment

social protection, 195
variations in national levels, 203–4

settlement agreements
changes in dismissal law, 256–7

share ownership see labour
participation

short-time working see precarious
work

Slovakia
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55
Slovenia

collective bargaining and
marketisation in relation, 59

neo-liberal economic analyses
tested, 44–55

trade union action against austerity
measures, 370

social activism
effect on labour regulation, 368–71
timing and goals (table), 370

social citizenship
as process for European integration,

36–7
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social dialogue
autonomy in relation

approaches to autonomy, 479
autonomy as particularlist

proposition, 477–8
autonomy as relative concept,

478–9
autonomy as universal

proposition, 476–7
ECJ’s role, 489–90
generally, 466–7
implementation of agreements

(table), 468
issues summarised, 490–2
laissez-faire approach, 479–84
neutrality approach, 484–6
overview, 475–9
preliminary distinctions, 467–75
right to strike, 486–9
UK exceptionalism, 476–9

Commission’s role
advocative role, 476, 483–4
annual meeting with social

partners, 471–2
autonomy in relation, 474–5,

479–80
‘bottom up’ approach, 490–2
consultation, 468–9, 471, 474,

482–3
directive role, 466–7, 470–1,

484–5
facilitative role, 481–2
‘guided’ dialogue, 467–8, 484–5
inclusive approach to

consultation, 481–2
obligation to consult, 468
oversight of agreements, 468–9,

472–4
promotive role, 481
proposal of agreements, 489–90
sectoral dialogue, 418
withdrawal of support, 484

consensus building generally,
414–18

issues summarised, 425–6
remutualisation in relation, 467–8,

490–2
sectoral dialogue, 418–20

TEU provision, 481–2
TFEU provision, 414, 417, 418,

422–3, 468–9, 475–6, 481–2
transnational/trans-European

collective bargaining, 420–5
‘social dimension’

free movement in relation, 389
of TEU, 493–4

‘Social Europe’
European integration in relation,

7
renewal see ‘resocialising Europe’
transnational solidarity in relation

see transnational solidarity
see also European Social Charter

1996 (ESC); ‘resocialising
Europe’

social exclusion
anti-discrimination law as effective

tool against, 133
as discrimination, 98
ethnicity-based, 59, 101
inclusive growth reducing risk of,

274–5
labour law and reduction of, 308
minorities, 140, 156–7
precarious work in relation, 210
prohibition, 99
promotion of measures against, 71,

270
social inclusion

anti-discrimination in relation,
133

open method of co-ordination, 101,
416

promotion of, 77
‘under-theorised’ rhetoric of, 136

social integration
economic integration in balance,

69–70, 80, 89
integration of EU and other

international sources, 497
migrant labour as agent, 502
weakening of progress, 416

social justice
TEU advocation of, 493–4

social legislation
growth of EU legislation, 251
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social market economy
aim to be ‘highly competitive’, 71,

270
social organisation

‘scientific’ approach, 32
social partnerships

TFEU provision, 414, 417, 418,
422–3, 468–9, 475–6, 481–2

social policy
disturbed balance between EU and

Member States, 250–2
economic outcomes as to labour

(table), 45
effect of ECJ jurisprudence on

national systems, 251
effect of economic crisis generally,

251
marketisation and neo-liberalism see

marketisation
reforms under Jacques Delors, 2
weakening of, 416

social progress
TEU advocation of, 493–4

social protection
anti-discrimination in relation,

124–5, 130–1
decent work and eradication of

poverty in relation, 89–90
dismantling of, 488–9
diversity of systems, 387
‘embedded’ neo-liberalism, 40–1
flexicurity in relation, 318–19
guarantee of, 71
ILO Conventions in relation, 90
in insecure times, 38–9
labour protection in relation, 337–8
migrant labour, 385
national protection floors, 95
neo-liberal thesis, 44–5
and ‘new economic governance’,

77–8
non-standard work, 199–201
as objective of EU, 270
precarious work in relation, 194–5
resistance to extension of, 39
self-employed workers, 195
temporary work agencies and,

216–17

transnational solidarity in relation,
387–9

social rights
aim generally, 26–7
ECJ’s role, 164–5
economic integration in relation,

495–6
integration of protective measures,

497
social security

enhancement of laws, 501
social standards

curtailment by austerity measures,
494–5

and social justice, 495
and wealth creation and

redistribution, 495
‘social state principle’

CFREU in relation, 72
socially sustainable sourcing

balance of independence and
regulation, 436–8

compulsory forms, 442–5
international framework agreements

(IFAs) model, 435–6
issues summarised, 445–7
labelling systems model, 434–5
and labour protection generally,

427–9
limitations of voluntary forms,

441–2
models of, 434
multi-partite models, 435
private regulation model, 434
supply chain management in

relation, 432–4
supply chain pressures on low paid

workers, 429–32
trade union involvement

construction subcontractors, 440
generally, 438
government subcontractors, 439
retail suppliers, 439–40
subcontractors’ wage standards,

441
sociology

‘precarious’ as sociological term,
197–9
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sovereign debt crisis
alternatives to austerity, 185–8
collective bargaining, 180–5,

456–7
deregulatory responses, 172–5
effect on labour protection

legislation, 177–80
effect on labour standards generally,

251
‘internal devaluation’ measures as to

labour, 175–85
and labour law generally, 163–4
labour law prior to, 164–72
regulatory mismatches between

financial and labour markets,
172–5

‘Troika’ policies, 5–6, 41–2, 163,
175–6, 186, 250, 260–2, 353–4,
448–9, 456, 463–4, 494–5

wage-setting, 180–5
Spain

austerity measures, 353
IMF loan, 333
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55
non-standard work, 203
parental leave reforms, 359
pensions crises, 346
sovereign debt crisis, 5–6, 41–2, 43,

456
temporary agency work, 223–4
temporary agency work reforms

agency authorisation and
requirements, 216–17

basis for critique, 358, 359
collective rights, 221
equal treatment issues, 217–19
health and safety, 219
level of placements, 224–5
protection of workers’ rights,

215
public sector, 214–15

trade union action against austerity
measures, 370

unemployment, 353
young workers in temporary agency

work, 204–5
youth unemployment, 203

stakeholding see corporate governance;
labour participation

standard employment contract
pensions in relation, 338–41

‘standard pension contract’
overview, 341–6

stress
occupational health risk, 23–4

strikes
effect on labour regulation,

368–71
protection of right under ESC

collective action, 392–3
effects on individual employment

contracts: civil liability and
criminal responsibility, 409–11;
generally, 407; right to fair
remuneration, 408–9;
termination of contracts,
407–8

generally, 390–2
issues summarised, 411–13
lawful strikes, 393–9
restrictions: collective labour

agreements, 399–400;
compulsory arbitration, 402–3;
domestic courts, 405–7;
domestic legislation generally,
400; generally, 399; obligation
to ensure continuity of
work/service provision in
certain sectors, 403–5;
procedural requirements prior
to commencement of lawful
strike, 401–2; type of entities
entitled to organise strikes,
400–1

timing and goals (table), 370
students

free movement as agent of European
integration, 387–9

subcontracting see agency work
subcontractors

trade union involvement as to
socially sustainable sourcing,
439, 440, 441

subordination of labour relationships
corporate governance, 306–9
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supply chain
pressures on low-paid workers,

429–32
sustainable sourcing in relation see

socially sustainable sourcing
sustainable development

co-operation between EU and ILO,
94–5, 96–7

sustainable sourcing see socially
sustainable sourcing

Sweden
compatibility of collective labour law

regulations with ESC, 395–7,
411

labour law considered, 487–8
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55
pensions regulation, 344, 346–7
self-employment, 203–4
temporary agency work, 203,

204–5
transnational collective bargaining,

421–2
young workers in temporary agency

work, 203, 204–5

Taylorism
Lenin’s views on, 23

temporary work see agency work
trade unions

collective bargaining see collective
bargaining

density in selected countries
1970–2004 (table), 171–2

ECJ judgments, 4–5, 62–3, 411–13,
457–8, 490

references to ECJ as to compatibility
of deregulatory labour reforms
with EU law, 11–12, 250, 251–2,
265, 266–7, 275

reformulation of goals, 26–7
social activism, 368–71
and socially sustainable sourcing see

socially sustainable sourcing
strikes and days of action, timing

and goals (table), 370
see also European Trade Union

Confederation (ETUC)

transfer of risk to workers see
precarious work

transnational solidarity
challenges to

exclusion of disadvantaged
migrant groups, 380–2

generally, 380
increase in discriminatory

regulation, 382
national solidarity in opposition,

385–7
real link doctrine applied to

economically active citizens,
382–4

wealthier States’ discriminatory
measures, 384–5

ECJ judgments, 376–7, 378–84,
385–9

free movement in relation generally,
373–5

mutualisation in relation, 376
reasons for

cost-related, 377–80
generally, 374
status-related, 376–7
work-related, 374–5

social protection in relation,
387–9

as threat to Social Europe, 387–9
transparency

treaties provision, 481–2
Treaty on the European Union (TEU)

accountability provision, 481–2
dialogue provision, 481–2
EU’s core founding values, 73–4, 99,

122–3, 493–4
gender-based discrimination

provision, 119–20
‘highly competitive social market

economy’ aimed for, 71, 270
ILO Conventions referred to, 87–8
openness provision, 481–2
provisionality of EU structure,

79–80
‘social dimension’ advocated, 493–4
social justice and social progress

advocated, 493–4
transparency provision, 481–2
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Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union (TFEU)

anti-discrimination provision, 99,
118, 119–20, 255

consultation and dialogue provision,
414, 417, 418, 422–3, 468–9,
475–6, 481–2

equal pay provision, 265, 267
ESC in relation, 270
ESC referred to, 280
financial assistance provision, 267–9
freedom of association competence

provision, 451
gender-based discrimination

provision, 119–20, 255
general competences, 72–3, 266–7
‘horizontal social clauses’, 71, 425
ILO Conventions referred to, 87–8
improved living and working

conditions promoted, 116, 270
labour law competences, 72–3, 451
Ombudsman provision, 481–2
openness provision, 481–2
social partnership provision, 414,

417, 418, 422–3, 468–9, 475–6,
481–2

social policy co-operation provision,
456–7

transparency provision, 481–2
‘Troika’ see sovereign debt crisis

undeclared work
definition, 205

‘underemployment’
problem of, 239

unemployment
increase during European economic

crisis, 315–16, 353
variations in national levels, 203

unemployment replacement pay see
labour protection

unfair dismissal see dismissal
United Kingdom

atypical work, regulation of, 237–8,
241, 242

autonomy and exceptionalism as to
labour law, 476–9

autonomy and right to strike, 486–8

changes in dismissal law
challenge to: appropriateness,

274–7; basis under Article 30,
CFREU, 269–72; conclusions as
to, 277; practicalities, 272–4

compatibility with CFREU, 263
Compensated No Fault Dismissal

(CNFD), 256–7
compensatory awards, 257–8
context, 253–4
employee ownership in return for

giving up rights, 257
length-of-service requirement,

255
settlement agreements, 256–7

collective bargaining, decline in,
427–8, 429–30

collective laissez-faire, 479, 485–6,
490

compatibility of collective labour law
regulations with ESC, 401,
407–8

Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI), 435
expenditure on financial sector

rescue, 2–3
free movement judgments, 380–1
low paid work, level of, 427–8,

429–30
national minimum wage, impact of,

429–30
neo-liberal economic analyses

tested, 44–55
pensions regulation, 343–4, 345–8
right to strike and autonomy in

relation, 486–8
self-employment, 203–4
short-time working schemes, 320–2,

325–8, 331–2
socially sustainable sourcing,

438–41, 442–4, 446–7
sovereign debt crisis, 41–2
‘substantive equality’, 135
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